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[1] Changing properties of the landward moisture transports play a key role in assessing
water availability in a warmed future world. Here the ocean-land moisture transports and
their projected changes in a warmed atmosphere are investigated using high space and time
resolution ECHAM5-model data representative for the current and future atmosphere. The
water budgets are estimated from four-times daily instantaneous moisture transports across
the shore-lines marking the boundaries of the land areas and from accumulated
precipitation-evaporation over land. The transports are presented in very high detail with
vertical profiles for each boundary segment. The results indicate land- and seaward moisture
transports to intensify with warming. Generally, the landward transports increase stronger
than the seaward transports resulting in increased moisture budgets too. This means a higher
future average availability of water for land areas. Comparison of the budgets from
moisture transports and precipitation-evaporation reveals a systematic bias. This has been
linked to numerical issues in previous studies, but we here show that it is connected to the
high variability over the diurnal cycle and the maxima of landward transports are likely not
considered for many of the regions.
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1. Introduction

[2] Replenishment of land water resources results almost
entirely from precipitation, which itself depends on atmos-
pheric moisture transports into a particular region. Over a suffi-
ciently long time scale, all water available to human societies
and terrestrial ecosystems originates from the ocean. Here it
evaporates at the surface and is then shifted with atmospheric
circulations until it precipitates back to the surface. Approxi-
mately 90% of this moisture is lost back to the ocean again,
leaving the remaining 10% to be transported and precipitate
onto the Earth’s land areas [Gimeno et al., 2010a]. Thus, pre-
cipitation and water supply over land and their changes are
crucially dependent on these moisture transports.

[3] Global warming and associated changes in atmos-
pheric circulations and water holding capacities are
expected to change various aspects of the hydrological
cycle, amongst others the intensity of atmospheric water
transports [Zahn and Allan, 2013]. Changes of the proper-
ties of such transports affect the future local water budgets
and thus the local resources and availability of water. To

prepare human societies for threats and benefits of such
future changes, knowledge of this budget and of the trans-
ports and its changes is vital.

[4] A key response of the hydrological cycle in a
warmed atmosphere is an increase of low-level atmospheric
water vapor of 7% per degree of warming derived from the-
oretical considerations (Clausius-Clapeyron relation, e.g.,
Wentz and Schabel [2000]; Trenberth et al. [2003]; Held
and Soden [2006]; O’Gorman and Muller [2010]). More
atmospheric water vapor has a potentially strengthening
impact on moisture transports and on precipitation.

[5] One of the first studies on oceanic source-continental
sink relations and model-based moisture transports has
been published by Koster et al. [1986]. They defined source
and sink regions and estimated the water input in one sink
as a percentage of the various source regions the water
originates from. They found, that in the high and midlati-
tudes, water is more likely to originate from nearby sources
and to be locally recycled, whereas in low latitude tropical
regions, precipitation is more likely to stem from oceanic
regions farther away. In a similar study, Numaguti [1999]
shows source sink relations for Eurasia, finding the North
Atlantic to be the source for its northern part, and the North
Pacific only influencing the eastern edge of Asia.

[6] Recently applying reanalysis data from 1999 to
2008, van der Ent et al. [2010] investigated atmospheric
precipitation from the point the water has last evaporated,
which may have been from water or land covered surface.
After being transported over land, water may precipitate
and evaporate several times before being discharged back
into the ocean again, a process denoted by the term recy-
cling ratio and which is the main focus of their study. In the
same year, Gimeno et al. [2010a] have published a study
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applying a 3-D Lagrangian model [Stohl and James, 2004,
2005] to trace water particles from evaporation to precipita-
tion globally, which enabled the quantification of detailed
source-sink relations for atmospheric moisture. This model
has also been used with reanalysis data for spatially more
restricted regions, e.g., Central America [Dur�an-Quesada
et al., 2010], Brazil [Drumond et al., 2008], India [Ord�o~nez
et al., 2012], Spain [Gimeno et al., 2010b], Ethiopia [Viste
and Sorteberg, 2011] or for the Sahel zone in north-western
Africa [Nieto et al., 2006]. Also for the north-western Afri-
can region Hagos and Leung [2012] have investigated the
role latent and nonlatent heating play in moisture supply
and at the eastern side of Africa, climate warming related
changes of precipitation have been investigated, e.g., at ba-
sin scale for the Nyando River in Kenya [Mutua et al.,
2012]. Moisture transports during wet events of the South
America monsoon have been investigated by Carvalho
et al. [2011]. On a very short term for individual extreme
events, Lavers et al. [2011] demonstrate the importance of
so called atmospheric rivers, narrow bands of enhanced
moisture flux at 900 hPa, which were found to be responsi-
ble for flooding in parts of the United Kingdom.

[7] While these are nice studies on the source-sink rela-
tionships for moisture, they do not specifically provide any
details on the continental moisture balance and their
changes with warming. Such comprehensive moisture
budgets for several continents are for example provided by
Trenberth et al. [2007]. They estimate the budged based on
reanalysis data for precipitation and evaporation over a pe-
riod of 21 years in the past, 1979–2000, but do not provide
estimates of any changes in a warmed future.

[8] We here investigate the budgets of each of the global
land masses from an Eulerian perspective, in which the
moisture budgets are determined by precipitation and evapo-
ration data as well as by wind driven moisture transports
over the coastal lines. The latter allow for investigations on
where the moisture transports take place and where they
may change. We deliberately do not discriminate between
different climate regimes, but rather calculate moisture trans-
ports across the boundaries determined by the coastal lines.
This enables us to calculate budgets for the continents valid
for the current climate and compare with the Trenberth et al.
[2007] data on the one hand-side, but applying IPCC future
scenario [Nakicenovic and Swart, 2000] simulations on the
other hand also enables us to assess any possible future
changes individually for each continent.

[9] In this study, we specifically focus on the projected
changes of ocean to land moisture transports. For a more
complete overview on climate warming related changes of
the hydrological cycle, the reader may be referred to stud-
ies of other authors, e.g., to the summary paper of Gimeno
et al. [2012] or to Seager et al. [2010], who break down
global warming related changes of the hydrological cycle
into the dynamic and thermodynamic components and
investigate their influences in different parts of the world,
or to Quante and Matthias [2006], who describe the proper-
ties of water in the atmosphere in general.

2. Data and Method

[10] Moisture transports are estimated by linking water
loads of atmospheric parcels with the wind vectors moving

them through space. For computational reasons, this is of-
ten done using time mean values of these quantities; this is
not physically consistent as mean wind vectors do not
account for the direction of the actual instantaneous wind-
vector at the time of a particular moisture load. Thus, if
maxima/minima of wind and moisture content emerge
simultaneously, using the mean wind would vastly underes-
timate the transports. Imagine, e.g., a Gaussian distribution
of wind (positive and negative values denoting in- and out-
ward transports) with a mean of zero would result in no
moisture transport, although if in this case positive/negative
wind speeds were associated with high/low moisture loads
the total instantaneous sums would actually be positive as
well.

[11] In our previous studies [Zahn and Allan, 2011,
2013] investigating past and anticipated warmed future
changes of moisture transports into the tropical regions of
convection, we have demonstrated the necessity of using
instantaneous humidity scalars and instantaneous wind vec-
tors to capture the coincidence of in- and outflow of mois-
ture correctly. Thus, when studying a region’s moisture
budget it is important to have high space and time resolu-
tion data available.

[12] We here applied 6 hourly T213 (0.5�) horizontal re-
solution ECHAM5 model [Roeckner et al., 2003] data at 31
vertical levels representative for two time slices of 31
years, 1959–1989 (C20) and 2069–2099 (C21). The simu-
lations are of the time slice type forced with boundary data
(Sea Surface Temperature and Sea Ice) from a coupled cli-
mate simulation with the same model at T63 resolution.
The C20 uses observed Greenhouse Gas and aerosol forc-
ing, the C21 forcing was delivered by the A1B scenario
[Nakicenovic and Swart, 2000] of the Fourth Assessment
Report (AR4) of the Intergovernmental Panel of Climate
Change (IPCC).

[13] To calculate the moisture transport (MT), we use
the same formula from the same code as in our previous
work, which estimates MT at time t along all the nb bound-
ary segments b and at all nl vertical model levels l between
grid boxes covered by ocean and those covered by land

MTt ¼
Xnb

b

Xnl

l

WPbl � PWCbl ð1Þ

[14] WP is the perpendicular wind vector (positive to-
ward land) and PWC the precipitable water content. The
calculations are performed on the model’s nl¼ 31 sigma
levels. For each segment on each level, MT then is the
product of WP and PWC. Note that this procedure results
in a total of nb � nl ¼ 7810 � 31 ¼ 242110 segments across
which individual transports are calculated. This is a special
case of the divergence theorem in which the moisture flux
is calculated along the boundaries of the continental
shorelines.

[15] The lines marking the boundaries as derived from
ECHAM5 are given in Figure1. Throughout this paper, we
use acronyms for each land area as listed in Table 1. The
areas cover the larger continents as well as several smaller
islands. MT is calculated for each land area individually
allowing intercomparisons. Continental waters such as the
Baltic Sea or the Hudson Bay in Europe (EUR) and North
America (NAM) are artificially treated as land grid boxes.
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Although in an old study, [Rasmusson, 1971] water budgets
of small areas were found to be less accurate than those of
larger areas we here also include several smaller islands.

[16] The budgets of the calculated MTs will be compared
with budgets derived from the precipitation evaporation
balance, named PE. Assuming negligible changes in atmos-
pheric moisture storage over the relatively short time pe-
riod investigated, MT and PE should approximately
compensate each other. In other words, we calculated the
fluxes into atmospheric boxes bounded by imaginary walls
built over the shorelines at its sides, by the surface at its
bottom and which is open toward space. With negligible

fluxes toward space and constant moisture content inside
this box, horizontal atmospheric transports (MT) should
balance the vertical transports at the surface (PE):

MT ffi PE ð2Þ

[17] We here focus on the atmospheric moisture budget
and its changes and do not draw this further to, e.g., the
land’s budget, where P-E constitutes the vertical flux which
is balanced by river discharge and groundwater flow. In
ECHAM5, specific humidity and wind are directly derived
from the prognostic variables divergence and vorticity and
water vapor whereas P and E are derived diagnostically
with several parameterizations and assumptions regarding
soil and cloud properties. Specific humidity and winds are
available as instantaneous values four times daily at 0, 6,
12, and 18 UTC representative for the 180 s integration
time steps whereas P and E are available as 6 hourly accu-
mulated values.

[18] MT across the boundary line is usually given in kg
s�1 per m in the horizontal and per hPa in the vertical to ena-
ble comparison of the strength of vertical profiles of MT to-
ward land areas of different sizes. When comparing with PE,
however, the unit is transferred to kg m�2 yr�1. Respective
area sizes and boundary lengths used are listed in Table 1.

[19] We applied the same methodology to ERA-interim
[Simmons et al., 2007; Dee and Uppala, 2009; Dee et al.,
2011] high resolution reanalysis data valid for the period
1989–2008 to compare our model-based results with. Apart
from some biases, especially for the smaller islands, the
values are very similar to the ECHAM5 derived C20 sce-
nario. For the sake of brevity, and because here we are
mainly interested in the change of moisture transport char-
acteristics, we only show the budget derived from ERA-
interim in Figure 2.

Figure 1. Continents and island and their boundaries. Land-sea mask from ECHAM5 and the bounda-
ries across which the moisture transports have been calculated.

Table 1. Acronyms, Sizes of Land Areas for Which Moisture
Transports Are Calculated and Their Boundary Lengths

Acronym Name Area Size (km2)
Length of

Boundary (km)

Continents
AFR Africa 29,322,000 33,974.27
ASI Asia 40,606,300 79,960.32
NAM North America 23,517,900 58,565.41
SAM South America 17,831,300 30,792.23
EUR Europe 9,936,810 27,542.39
AUS Australia 7,652,370 19,223.94
ANT Antarctica 13,897,100 27,308.23
Islands
GRL Greenland 2,164,010 12,219.97
ICE Iceland 95,655.9 1696.60
SPZ Spitsbergen 63,941.4 2429.41
NSM Novaya Zemlya 77,288.3 2551.43
GBR Great Britain 3,04,092 5046.83
NZL New Zealand 264,784 5220.52
IND Indonesia 2,891,110 42,833.78
CUB Cuba 1,93,939 5743.46
MAD Madagascar 5,96,059 4518.45
JAP Japan 3,45,984 7741.68
Tot Total 149,761,000 3,67,369
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3. Results

3.1. General Budgets in C20 and Projected Changes
Toward C21

[20] The atmospheric moisture budgets for C20 and for
C21 derived from the atmospheric moisture transports
(MT) and from the PE balance are shown in Figure 2.
Additionally, MT as derived from ERA-interim is shown.
Generally, our values are in good agreement with the work
by Trenberth et al. [2007], who estimated the budgets for
the period 1979–2000 from reanalysis data and with the
values we calculated from ERA-interim. For the total land
mass, we get a C20 budget of MTtot ¼ 216 kg �m�2 � yr �1

and PEtot ¼ 244 kg �m�2 � yr �1. This is in the same order
of magnitude as the values of �280 kg m�2 yr�1 which we
inferred from Trenberth et al. [2007] using our land area
data in Table 1 and as those we got from ERA-interim
(�235 kg m�2 yr�1). Note that both use a different time pe-
riod and a different type of data at a different resolution.

[21] Per area unit by far the highest net input of water in
the order of 500kg � yr �1 �m�2 is experienced by South
America (SAM), followed by NAM with an input in the
order of 300kg � yr �1 �m�2. Inputs into Europe (EUR),
Asia (ASI) and Africa (AFR) are lower and between 100
and 200kg � yr �1 �m�2. The same holds for the Trenberth
et al. [2007] data and for ERA-interim in which SAM is
the wettest continent, too. However, Trenberth et al. [2007]
present the total amount of water in mass per time, whereas
our values are given per area unit (m�2). If we convert their
values to our units we get 538kg �m�2 � yr�1 which again
well agrees with our data MTSAM ¼ 502kg �m�2 � yr �1;ð
PESAM ¼ 544kg �m�2 � yr �1Þ. Please note that all these
numbers are summarized for the entire continents and that
the spatial distribution of moisture may be highly heteroge-
neous over each of the continents.

[22] By far the driest continent is Australia (AUS), with
small positive numbers for the PE budget, and even nega-
tive numbers for MT. By definition in the models prognos-
tic equations, land should not act in the long term as a
moisture source for the atmosphere. Thus, the slightly neg-
ative budgets of MTAUS may be a concern. However, the

PEAUS values are also very low and the absolute difference
between MT and PE is not larger than for the other regions.
We will discuss plausible reasons for the negative budget
associated to sampling issues related to the diurnal cycle of
transports later in section 3.3.

[23] A general feature when both ways of estimating the
budget are compared is a bias with PE in most cases being
higher than MT. However, MT should nearly compensate
PE according to the relation in equation (2). This should
especially be the case in the model experiments due to rea-
sons of mass conservation. We demonstrate below that
these biases are due to the different nature of the two meas-
ures compared, based on instantaneous variables at the
same four times of the day for MT on the one hand and on
the accumulated P and E on the other. We will discuss the
details of the origin of these differences later in section 3.3.

[24] Our data are consistent with the expectation of the
tropics to become wetter and the subtropics to become drier
in response to a warmed atmosphere. AUS and the islands
of Japan (JAP) and Madagascar (MAD) which are at least
partly situated within the subtropics see a drying from C20
toward C21. In accordance, Indonesia (IND) solely situated
within the tropics sees a wettening, while the tropical island
of Cuba (CUB) shows a slight wettening at least when PE
data are applied.

[25] Despite the bias between both ways of estimating
the budget, the sign of change generally is consistent. EUR,
CUB, and New Zealand (NZL) are the only areas for which
the sign of change is different between budgets of MT and
PE. For EUR, this difference is small and we conclude that
there is no significant response to warming of the budget
for EUR. For CUB and NZL, the differences are large. This
at least partly relates to the diurnal sampling as discussed
later in section 3.3.

[26] We conclude that apart from some subtropical
islands, a higher net amount of moisture is projected to be
transported toward the continents in a warmed climate.
This change is consistent in the MT and PE budgets of the
ECHAM5 model although a bias exists between both ways
of estimating the budget. For most of the areas, the change
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Figure 2. Moisture budgets in C20 and C21. Atmospheric moisture budgets over investigated land
regions in C20 and C21 derived from transports and precipitation-evaporation. Also shown are the budg-
ets derived from ERA-interim.
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of the budget is higher, in many cases much higher, than
the variance of the yearly net MT (Table 2). For the total
shoreline, the increase of the net MT is more than 15 times
its variance. We thus conclude the increase of MT is
significant.

3.2. The Vertical Profiles of Moisture Transports

[27] We have previously highlighted how important it is
to investigate moisture transports at high spatial and tempo-
ral detail, because the vertical profiles are inaccurate in low
resolution data. For the convective regions in the tropics,
this shortcoming led to an underestimation of the midlevel
outward transports of moisture and thus to an overestima-
tion of the total budget [Zahn and Allan, 2011]. We here
also look at the vertical profiles of transports, averaged
along the borderlines of each of the areas in C20 and C21
(Figure 3) and for some of the continents even at very high
detail.

[28] For those continents and islands dominated by tropi-
cal circulation regimes (SAM, AFR, IND, MAD, and
CUB), we find a similar pattern of a strong lower level
inward transport, but a strong midlevel outward one exists
as well at the same time. The lower level transports exceed
the mid and upper level transports and the resulting budgets
are positive. The importance of the mid and upper level
outward transport becomes evident when SAM and AFR
are compared, both approximately covering similar lati-
tudes and receiving most of their moisture from the easterly
trades [e.g., van der Ent et al. 2010, Figure 1]. Accordingly,
the mean lower level inward transports per m are very simi-
lar in strength. At the upper levels, outward transports are
about twice as strong for AFR than they are for SAM,
which is largely due to the Andes mountain range stretch-
ing from north to south. At their eastern side, orographi-
cally induced rain takes moisture out of the atmosphere
leaving dry air to be transported outward along large parts
of SAM’s western coast. Thus, outward moisture transport
is generally weak here (supporting information Figures S4j
and S4k).

[29] These characteristics of lower level inward and mid-
level outward transports which constitute the tropical mois-
ture transport regime can also be found for MAD, IND, and
CUB.

[30] Moving pole-ward, we find the subtropical moisture
transport regimes over continents which are dominated or
strongly influenced by the subtropics, AUS, ASI, and
NAM. These areas show a tropical vertical pattern, but
intensities of transports are much lower, at low levels as
well as at mid and upper levels. Among the three regions,
AUS has strongest in and outward transports, whereas the
subtropical profiles of NAM and ASI are to a large extent
reduced when averaging with the lower values along their
extratropical boundaries.

[31] Two of the continents, EUR and Antarctica (ANT),
are mostly or entirely located outside the tropics and sub-
tropics. For these two, we find a reversed vertical pattern.
They, on average, receive their moisture at the midlevels
while losing it at the lower ones. This pattern is confirmed
by the profiles of all the extratropical islands. The extra-
tropics receive the majority of moisture when cyclones are
moving toward the land driven by the westerly Jet-streams.
In such situations, there is a coincidence of higher moisture
due to convection and higher wind speeds at midlevels,
which may lead to the maximum of moisture input here.

[32] On the right hand-side in Figure 3, the projected
changes of MT toward C21 are shown. The strength of MT
in C21 is given as a percentage relative to C20 at each level
below �300 hpa. Note that at altitudes at which the profiles
turn from positive toward negative, very small numbers or
numbers opposite in sign are possible. Here division by
very small numbers or division of numbers of different sign
may lead to very large or negative percentage numbers.

[33] For all continents apart from EUR and also for all of
the islands, we find a strengthening of moisture transports
in the order of 30%, with exceptions at few levels only due
to the aforementioned reason. This denotes an intensifica-
tion of the hydrological cycle over all continents in
response to warming. In our previous work [Zahn and
Allan, 2011, 2013] for the convective regions, we found the
intensification being caused by increases in the amount of
atmospheric moisture, and thus in PWC, which together
with the wind vectors determines MT (equation (1)). We
find a similar situation for PWC here (Figure 4). Along all
regions, PWC has strong maxima at the lower levels.
Except some of the northern polar regions (Greenland
(GRL), Novaya Zemlya (NSM), and Spitsbergen (SPZ))
increases toward C21 are in the order of �20% here, and
are increasing with altitude to �40% at about 400 hPa.
This vertically growing increase follows theoretical consid-
erations, in which moisture in a warming atmosphere
increases following the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. Fol-
lowing this equation, colder air, i.e., air at higher latitudes
or altitudes responds to warming with a higher percentage
change in specific humidity than does warmer air near to
the surface [Allan, 2012]. This difference in the relative
response of specific humidity highlights how important it is
to investigate any changes of MT in detail using the verti-
cal profiles, especially in areas where upper level transports
are in the same order of magnitude as at lower levels.

[34] However, such uniform patterns along the bounda-
ries as suggested by these mean vertical profiles are just

Table 2. Difference of Mean MT of C21 and C20 and Variance
of Yearly Mean MT of C20

Region
MTC21�MTC20

(kg y�1 m�2)
Variance of Yearly Mean

MTC20 (kg y�1 m�2)

Continents
AFR 0.50064 0.711805
ASI 0.27311 0.101538
NAM 0.54714 0.113431
SAM 0.81529 0.629954
EUR 0.03825 0.139178
AUS �0.091572 0.667951
ANT 0.48989 0.0228815
Islands
GRL 0.56127 0.0219486
ICE 0.09498 0.0212047
SPZ 0.062093 0.00121847
NSM 0.443353 0.0565046
GBR �0.047684 0.0201756
NZL �0.051386 0.0229488
IND 0.14767 0.108532
CUB �0.192553 0.00769478
MAD �0.30237 0.272233
JAP �0.067087 0.0855045
tot 0.32578 0.0185408
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valid for the continents as a whole, and they may well
locally differ. To illustrate this we have plotted what we
call the MTwall for the major continents in Figures 5 and 6
(and also from different perspectives in supporting infor-
mation Figures S1–S6). The subscript ‘‘wall’’ denotes MT
as if transported through an imaginary wall build along the
shorelines. These figures show the vertical profiles of
MTwall at each location and altitude of the boundaries in
C20 and C21 and their difference from four different view-
ing angles. Note that the boundary lines follow the
ECHAM5 model grid and are either in zonal or meridional
direction. Thus prevailing winds at 45� angle to the lati-

tudes or longitudes may lead to the alternating blue-red pat-
terns which can be seen, e.g., along the north-west African,
northern Australian, or north-east South American coasts.

[35] One of the more complex examples of a vertical
profile is found at the west coast of AUS, which has inward
MTwall at low levels, outward MTwall at midlevels and
inward MTwall again at high levels (supporting information
Figures S6j and S6k). The same holds for some parts of the
south western African coast. Very uniform patterns are
found along the western and eastern coasts of NAM and
EUR. In accordance with the prevailing westerlies at these
latitudes, inward MTwall is found along almost the entire
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Figure 3. Vertical profiles of MT in C20 and C21 and percentage change toward C21. (left) Mean ver-
tical profile of moisture transports in C20. (middle) Mean vertical profile of moisture transports in C21.
(right) Percentage change C20 toward C21. (top) For the continents. (bottom) For the islands. Note that
percentage values can be negative if sign of transport changes. Also note that values can become huge
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which most of the transports take place. Note the different scales for continents and islands.
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western and outward MTwall along the eastern coasts here.
The total lower level inward MTNAM is caused by higher
moisture loads in the west than in the east. It should be
noted that the eastern boundary of EUR is no coast, but
cuts through land separating EUR from ASI. The Southern
Hemisphere counterpart of this westerly wind pattern is
visible along the southern tip of SAM, where vertically uni-
form westerlies cause inward transport along its west
coast’s and outward transport along its east coast’s whole
vertical.

[36] The pattern of C21 change is shown in the right
hand side columns of Figures 5 and 6 (supporting informa-
tion Figures S1–S6). Generally, there is an intensification
of both, inward as well as outward transports, i.e., if over
any of the nb�nl given boundary segments MTwall in C20 is
positive/negative it still is in C21, but the respective abso-
lute value is stronger. Such an intensification is seen at
more than 80% of the individual boundary segments. This
indicates changes of MTwall and thus of continental mois-
ture budgets are dominated by changing intensities of
wind/PWC rather than being caused by major shifts of cir-
culation regimes, or in other words: we find an intensifica-
tion of wettening across already wet boundaries and an
intensification of drying across already dry ones.

[37] There are only few exceptions for which this pattern
is not true. One is found in EUR along the west coast of
Spain. Here in C20 inward MTwall is found, which in C21
weakens strongly (supporting information Figures S5j and
S5k) and leads to the red colors in supporting information
Figure S5l. This drying is in accordance with a shift in the
North Atlantic storm track, which is projected to move
northward with climate warming [Bengtsson et al., 2006].
Storm systems carry large amounts of moisture and are a
major contributor to the moisture budgets in EUR. Fewer
storms touching Spain thus reduce the amount of water
entering the continent here. Similarly, signs of a reversed
pattern at the south western coast of SAM (supporting in-
formation Figures S4i and S4l) and at the northern Mexican

coast of NAM may also be linked to a pole-ward shift of
the western Pacific storm tracks in both hemispheres.

[38] Some further regions exhibiting such a reversed pat-
tern are the southern tip of India and Sri Lanka and the
northern coast of Russia in ASI. The first is probably linked
to a shift in the latitude of the easterly trade winds in the In-
dian Ocean in C21. The latter presumably is linked to more
moist Arctic air in C21, when more frequent ice free ocean
conditions give rise to more frequent evaporation, and
warmer air can carry more moisture. If under these C21
conditions, the wind is directed toward land in rare occa-
sions MTwall may be much higher resulting in a weaker
overall inward transport.

[39] We conclude that we find different vertical MT pro-
files indicative for regions of the extratropics, subtropics,
and tropics, with the subtropical profile being a transition
between the two others. MT toward land generally intensi-
fies meaning that boundary segments of inward MT show a
stronger inward MT in C21 and boundary segments with
outward MT a stronger outward one. There are only few
exceptions from this rule.

3.3. Explaining Differences Between MT and PE With
the Diurnal Cycles

[40] In section 3.1, we referred to two concerns in our
results, negative moisture budgets for two of the land
regions, AUS and CUB, and to a systematic bias between
the two ways of estimating the budget, via MT and PE.
One can blame numerical issues for these differences, but
we here give a more plausible explanation related to the
properties of the diurnal cycle. The diurnal cycle is cap-
tured in the accumulated P and E values, but perhaps not in
the four-times daily MT values.

[41] Precipitation in a certain area is known to have a
distinct diurnal cycle. It is shown in Lee et al. [2007] that
over the ocean maxima in P are usually found during the
early morning hours after humidity rises in response to
radiative warming and evaporation after dawn. Over land,
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however, maximum P is normally found at the later after-
noon/early evening after moist air from over the ocean has
been shifted into a certain area. Locally, these times of
maximum P may differ, but it was shown in Dai et al.
[2007] that for AUS, at least in summer and in its south
eastern area, P has its maximum between 3 and 6 P.M.
local time, exceeding P at all the other times more than
twice. We do not know of any such study for E or moisture
transports and their dependence on the diurnal cycle but
assume it is similarly strong as for P.

[42] Our vertical MT profiles for AUS are available at
sampling times 0, 6, 12, and 18 UTC corresponding to local
times around 9, 15, 21, and 3 O’clock. We break down MT
at these times in Figure 7. The four graphs clearly show
two different regimes. The local time 15 and 21 O’clock

graphs show a distinct inward MTAUS at lower levels and
outward MTAUS at higher ones, while at 3 and 9 O’clock
outward MTAUS is found almost over the whole vertical.
Thus, there is a strong diurnal cycle of MTAUS and the net
transport can either be negative or positive depending on
the time of the day. This implies a high sensitivity of the
total time mean moisture budget to maxima of the trans-
port. However, if we assume a daily maximum of MT for
AUS around 18 O’clock local time, this maximum occurs
just between two sampling times of our model data.
Accordingly, total inward MTAUS is systematically too
low. If at the same time the outward MT is covered more
realistically, because no such distinct maxima at particular
times exist, the total MT budgets will be underestimated as
a result as well. In the case of AUS (and of CUB), this

Figure 5. MTwall for AFR, ASI, and NAM. MT wall for AFR, ASI, and NAM viewed from the south.
For other perspectives of the same figure, please see the supporting information. (left) C20, (middle)
C21, and (right) C21-C20.
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underestimation even results in a negative value for the oth-
erwise close to zero total MT-budget.

[43] A similar time-of-the-day dependence is found for
almost all of the other regions as well (Figure 8 and sup-

porting information Figures S7–S10) and is stronger the
stronger the local day-night differences in a region are. We
believe this is the reason for the biases between MT and PE
in Figure 2. This may also explain why the bias is lower for

Figure 6. MTwall for SAM, EUR, and AUS. MT wall for SAM, EUR, and AUS viewed from the south.
For other perspectives of the same figure, please see the supporting information. (left) C20, (middle)
C21, and (right) C21-C20.
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Figure 9. Summary of changes in the moisture budget. The difference of the moisture budget of each con-
tinent and island from MT and PE. D denotes difference of C21 minus C20 values. Unit is kg yr�1 m�2.
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ANT and EUR where the diurnal cycle is weak, but stron-
ger for the other regions.

[44] A bias due to temporal sampling has been reported
in Ropelewski and Yarosh [1998] and has been further
investigated in Yarosh et al. [1999]. They calculate the
water budget for a North American area once based on 3
hourly and on 12 hourly model output and find spatial and
temporal sampling dominating the influence on the bias.
With regards to temporal sampling, our study extends these
finding from a North American area to a global
perspective.

[45] Along a long boundary which extends over various
time zones, this effect may be compensated, because it is
more likely that the maximum inflow is captured at least at
some place. On the other hand, the MT budget can hardly
reach the actual values, because it is almost certain that
maximum MT is not captured at many places. These two
points may be the reason why the bias of MT is systemati-
cally lower over the continents, but the difference is moder-
ately large.

[46] Including the maximum MT is less likely for a small
boundary as those around the various islands and there is
only a minor compensating effect. Accordingly, biases here
can become much more pronounced (Figure 2b). In the
case of IND, however, the maximum seems to be captured
quite well and IND is the only tropical region with similar
MT and PE.

4. Summary

[47] We have calculated landward moisture transports
globally across the shorelines with high space and time re-
solution model data from one realization of a 20th and one
realization of an anthropogenically warmed 21st century.
In line with previous studies, we found higher in- and out-
ward transports and thus an intensification of the hydrologi-
cal cycle. For all tropical and subtropical regions, these
changes result in a higher budget. Hence, more water may
be expected to be available in future in total.

[48] We also found that the inflow of moisture will inten-
sify at places where we have an inflow today. At bounda-
ries at which the transport is directed seaward today, this
drying will become stronger in our simulated future. This
means that the additional water enters Africa (or other con-
tinents) where already wet conditions prevail today, and at
already dry places the availability of water decreases fur-
ther potentially worsening the food supply situation here.
The changes of the budget are summarized for all regions
in Figure 9.

[49] We found a strong diurnal cycle of the landward
moisture transports. We suggest that the four-times daily
instantaneous values do not capture the maximum moisture
transport transports. This explains a systematic bias when
the resulting budget is compared to the one from
precipitation-evaporation, which is based on the accumu-
lated values collected over the whole course of a day.

[50] Acknowledgments. The simulations were performed with the
ECHAM5 model developed at the Max-Planck Institute for Meteorology,
Germany, at HLRN (Norddeutscher Verbund f€ur Hoch und Höchstleis-
tungsrechnen). We are thankful to Noel Keenlyside and Kevin Hodges for
help with these data and for discussions. M. Z. was funded by the NERC
PREPARE project, NE/G015708/1.
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